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ABSTRACT
The matter content of extragalactic relativistic jets is still an unsolved issue. There are strong
arguments against pure electron–positron pair jets, but pairs could outnumber the electrons
associated with protons by a factor 10–20. This impacts on the estimate of the jet kinetic
power, by reducing it by the same factor, and on the total energy delivered to leptons by the
particle acceleration mechanism. Pairs cannot be created in the same jet–zone responsible for
the high energyγ–ray emission we see in blazars, because the reprocessing ofthe created
pairs would overproduce the X–ray flux. Copious pair creation could occur in the inner zone
of the still accelerating jet, where the bulk Lorentz factoris small. It is found that the inner
zone can produce a sufficient number of pairs to replenish thezone of the jet where most
of the luminosity is emitted, but only if theγ–ray luminosity of the inner jet is above1044

erg s−1 at ∼ 1 MeV. Since the beaming is modest, this emission can be observed at large
viewing angles, and detected in radio–galaxies and lobe dominated quasars at the flux level of
10

−12–10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 for a source at a redshiftz = 0.1.

Key words: galaxies: active–galaxies: jets–galaxies — radiation mechanisms: non–thermal
— gamma–rays: theory

1 INTRODUCTION

Relativistic extragalactic jets carry their power in the form of par-
ticles and fields. Estimating how many leptons and protons and the
importance of the magnetic field flowing in the jet is not trivial,
since these values depend on the model we use to explain the radia-
tion we see, and to the presence of electron–positron pairs.The lat-
ter quantity has been a subject of investigation for a long time, with
some consensus emerging about the scenario in which pairs are in-
deed present, but not dominating the dynamics of the jet. This can
be translated into a pair to proton number ratio of the order of a few
tens. The arguments that have been put forward are the following.

(i) The spectra of powerful blazars are dominated by the high
energyγ–ray component: the synchrotron luminosity is a factor
10–100 smaller. This translates in a limit on the importanceof the
Poynting flux (e.g. Celotti & Ghisellini 2008), that cannot dominate
the jet power at the scale where theγ–ray emission is produced.
In turn, this implies that, at these scales, the jet must be matter
dominated.

(ii) If we have to produce enough pairs to contribute to the total
leptonic component in the jet region where most of the [100 MeV –
100 GeV]γ–ray luminosity is emitted, the source should be opaque
for γ–γ collisions in the entire [100 MeV – 100 GeV] band. This
requires a large photon density, in turn implying a fast cooling for
Compton scattering. Thus most of the absorbed luminosity isrepro-
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cessed to lower frequencies, especially in the X–ray band. In these
cases the X–ray flux should be larger than observed (Ghisellini &
Madau 1996).

(iii) Therefore a large number of pairs must necessarily be pro-
duced in the inner jet (e.g. Blandford & Levinson 1995; Sikora &
Madejski 2000). In these regions radiative cooling is severe, and
pairs would quickly cool. If they are created copiously, such that
their Thomson optical depthτ+ ≫ 1, they would quickly anni-
hilate in a dynamical time (i.e. the time needed for the region to
double its size). The surviving pairs would correspond toτ+ 6 1
in the inner jet (Ghisellini et al. 1992). This sets an upper limit to
the number of pairs able to reach the parsec–scale, allowingCelotti
& Fabian (1992) to constrain the amounts of pairs there.

(iv) Cold leptons, traveling with a bulk Lorentz factorΓ, would
interact with the photons produced by the accretion disk andre–
isotropized by broad line clouds and/or scattered by free electrons
external to the jet (Begelman & Sikora 1987). The resulting emis-
sion would be narrowly peaked, and mainly in the soft X–rays.Ob-
servers within the1/Γ beaming angle would see this radiation as
a X–ray “bump” superimposed on the continuum (Sikora & Made-
jski 2000; Sikora et al. 1997; Moderski et al. 2004; Celotti,Ghis-
ellini & Fabian 2007). The absence of this feature sets constraints
on the total amount of leptons, and argue against a jet dynamically
dominated by e+e- pairs.

(v) If the main emission process of the 100 MeV – 10 GeV ra-
diation we detect from blazars is the inverse Compton scattering of
relativistic leptons off seed photons produced externallyto the jet,
then the pattern of the radiation, as seen in the comoving frame, is
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anisotropic (Dermer 1995). More power is emitted in the upward
direction, and the emitting region must recoil. If the jet is“light”,
only composed by e+e- pairs, the recoil would be enough to stop
the bulk motion of the jet. In this way we can set an upper limiton
the amount of pairs, that translates in un upper limit of 10–20 on
the pair to proton number ratio (Ghisellini & Tavecchio 2010).

The presence of pairs in the region where most of the observed
γ–rays are produced has important effects on at least two issues.
The first is the jet power. In powerful Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars
(FSRQs), if there is one cold proton per emitting lepton, then the
jet is dominated by the bulk kinetic power of protons,Pp. If instead
there areξ ≡ (n++np)/np leptons per proton,Pp can be reduced
by the factorξ. The second issue concerns the acceleration mecha-
nism. Shocks and reconnection processes are thought to accelerate
both leptons and protons. If the number of proton equals the num-
ber of leptons, at least half of the available energy goes to protons.
Instead, if pairs are present, most of the energy can go to leptons.

The total power budget of the jet can be reduced by the pres-
ence of pairs, and the aim of the present study is to explore the pos-
sibility to create pairs (through theγ–γ → e± process) in the inner
zone of the jet, where the plasma is still accelerating and the bulk
Lorentz factorΓ is small. The pairs that survive annihilation in this
compact region can then refurnish the zone that produces thebulk
of the radiation we see from blazars, characterized by a larger Γ.
If this mechanism is common, there is a clear observational conse-
quence: misaligned sources, i.e. powerful radio–galaxiesand lobe
dominated quasars, should be strong emitters in the hard X–ray to
soft γ–ray region. This is the diagnostic feature that provides the
observational test for this scenario. The notationQ = 10XQX (in
cgs units) is adopted.

2 THE INNER JET

The most likely mechanism for the acceleration of extragalactic jets
is through the conversion of an initially dominant Poyntingflux into
kinetic power. In the inner jet, at a few Schwarzschild radii, the jet
is still heavily magnetically dominated. If some dissipation occurs,
accelerating electrons to relativistic energies, the resulting luminos-
ity should be emitted by synchrotron radiation, with severeradia-
tive losses. It is then likely that the emitting particles cannot reach
high energies, and their highest emitted synchrotron frequency is
well below the pair production threshold. Therefore most ofthe
high energy emission must be produced through the inverse Comp-
ton process.

In the inner jet the bulk Lorentz factor must be relatively small,
since the jet is just starting to accelerate. This implies that the radia-
tion produced externally to the jet (in the disk, the corona,the broad
line region) is not seen largely boosted in the comoving frame (see
Fig. 2 of Ghisellini & Tavecchio 2009, GT09 hereafter). In turn this
implies that most of the radiation of the inner jet is produced by the
synchrotron process, unless it is self–absorbed. To produce a large
amount of pairs we have these alternatives:

(i) The synchrotron flux itself extends up to MeV energies. This
implies the presence of very energetic electrons, which is problem-
atic because radiative cooling, in these regions, is very severe.

(ii) Most of the synchrotron flux is optically thin, producedby
electrons with energies reachingγ ∼ 100. One or two inverse
Compton orders are enough to reach 1 MeV. Since the region is
magnetically dominated, we expect a large ratio between themag-
netic and radiation energy density, so that the synchrotronself–

Compton flux is at most comparable with the synchrotron lumi-
nosity.

(iii) Most of the synchrotron flux is self absorbed, correspond-
ing to small electron energies. In this case the high energy flux is
produced by multiple scatterings. Most of the luminosity cannot be
emitted through the synchrotron process, which is self–absorbed,
and is emitted through the Comptonization process.

(iv) Sikora & Madejski (2000) considered yet another process
to produce a significant luminosity at∼MeV energies, through the
interaction of coronal X–ray photons with cold leptons in the in-
ner part of the jet (i.e. the “protojet”). These interactions boost the
original X–ray photons to MeV energies, i.e. above threshold. The
MeV photons are then absorbed and produce pairs; a fraction of
these pairs can then load the protojet.

Since there are several ways to generate the required MeV lumi-
nosity, it is convenient not to specify its origin. We will therefore
explore the observational consequences of the existence ofa MeV
luminosity large enough to produce enough pairs to feed the jet
regions where most of the observed luminosity is produced.

We will then assume that in a conical jet of semi–aperture an-
gle ψ, a region located at a distanceR0 from the black hole pro-
duces an observed luminosityL0, and that a fractionf of it is con-
verted into electron positron pairs. We will assume that theinner
jet is accelerating according to

Γ0β0 = max

[

Γ,
(

R0

3RS

)1/2
]

(1)

whereRS is the Schwarzschild radius andΓ is the final bulk
Lorentz factor. The pair production process depends on the intrinsic
compactness of the source, defined as

ℓ′0 =
σTL0

ψR0δ40mec3
(2)

whereδ0 ≡ 1/[Γ0(1− β0 cos θv] is the Doppler relativistic factor
atR0 andθv is the viewing angle.

The fractionf depends onℓ′0 and on its spectrum. Forℓ′0 >
60 and forνLν spectra peaking in the MeV region,f reaches its
maximum, which is nearly 0.1 (Svensson 1987). If the spectrum
peaks at energies much larger than 1 MeV most of the absorbed
energy is not transformed into rest mass of pairs, but in their kinetic
energy, which is radiated away. Therefore the conversion efficiency
is less. To maximizef , we will assume that the spectrum indeed
peaks at∼MeV energies, but take into account the dependence of
f on the compactness. Since the latter measures the optical depth
for the pair production process, which becomes larger than unity
for ℓ0 > 60, we simply have (Svensson 1987):

f = 0.1min

[

1,
ℓ′0
60

]

(3)

The pair production ratėn+(R0) is then

ṅ+(R0) ∼
3fL0

4π(ψR0)3δ40mec2
(4)

If the optical depth of the created pairs isτ+ < 1, annihilation
is negligible in one dynamical timescale (the time requiredfor the
region to expand doubling its radius) and we have

n+(R0) ∼ ṅ+(R0)
ψR0

β0c
, τ+(R0) 6 1 (5)

Instead, whenτ+ > 1, annihilation is faster than the dynamical
timescale, bringing the optical depth of the surviving pairs close to
unity (Ghisellini et al. 1992), giving
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n+(R0) ∼
1

σTψR0

, τ+(R0) > 1 (6)

At R0 a densityn+(R0) of pairs that survive annihilation is pro-
duced. These pairs, traveling along the jet, do not suffer further an-
nihilation, because their optical depth decreases. Then they reach
the region located atRdiss ≫ R0, where they are accelerated and
produce a fraction of the flux we observed from a blazar. We want
to estimate their contribution to the observed flux.

3 CONTRIBUTION OF PAIRS TO THE BLAZAR
LUMINOSITY

Assuming number flux conservation, the density of pairs reaching
the region where most of the blazar luminosity is produced is

n+(Rdiss) = n+(R0)
[

R0

Rdiss

]2 Γ0β0
Γβ

(7)

Let us assume that all these pairs, when reachingRdiss, are acceler-
ated to relativistic energies, and form a particle density distribution
N+(γ) as a result of continuous injection and radiative cooling.
The observed luminosity produced by pairs is:

L+,obs = V δ4
∫

N+(γ)γ̇cmec
2dγ (8)

whereV is the volume of the emitting region, andδ is the corre-
sponding Doppler factor. If the emitting region is within the broad
line region, located at a distanceRBLR from the black hole, the
radiation energy density of the line photons is, as observedin the
comoving frame:

U ′
ext ∼ Γ2 LBLR

4πR2
BLRc

∼
Γ2

12π
(9)

This assumes thatRBLR = 1017L
1/2
d,45 cm, and thatLBLR =

0.1Ld (GT09; Ld is the disk luminosity). Therefore, as long as
Rdiss < RBLR, the external radiation energy density is constant
and independent ofLdisk. In powerful blazars this radiation energy
density dominates over the energy density of internally produced
synchrotron photons. Thus the contribution of pairs to theγ–ray
luminosity, due to Inverse Compton (IC), is:

γ̇c =
4

3

σTcγ
2U ′

ext

mec2
=

σTcΓ
2

9πmec2
γ2 (10)

With these assumptionsL+,γ,obs becomes:

L+,γ,obs =
4σTc

27
(ψRdiss)

3δ4Γ2n+(Rdiss)〈γ
2〉 (11)

The factor〈γ2〉 depends on the particle distribution. Since the ob-
served high energy spectrum is peaked at a frequencyνc, theN(γ)
distribution must be a broken power law, with a break at

γb =

(

3νc
4νLyαΓδ

)1/2

∼ 300
(

hνc
100MeV

)1/2 ( 1

δ1Γ1

)1/2

(12)

where we have assumed theνLyα as the typical frequency of the
seed photons (that are observed blueshifted by a factor∼ Γ in the
comoving frame).

The strong radiative cooling in powerful blazars implies that
even low energy leptons cool in one light crossing time. Thisen-
sures that the low energy part ofN(γ) cannot be flatter thanγ−2.
And indeed the X–ray spectrum in these sources is often character-
ized by a power law with a slopeF (ν) ∝ ν−αx , with αx ∼ 0.5,
corresponding toN(γ) ∝ γ−2. As a rough estimate, we then have

Figure 1. Maximumγ–ray luminosity produced atRdiss = 103RS by the
pairs that have been created atR0 = 10RS and have survived annihilation
there, according to Eq. 11. AtR0, the source emits an observed luminosity
L0,x−γ at high energies, and a fractionf of it is transformed into pairs
(according to Eq. 3). The bulk Lorentz factor atRdiss is Γ = 12. The
different solid (red) lines are for different viewing angles θv, as labeled.
In this case both theR0 and theRdiss regions are observed at the same
viewing angle, while for the dashed (blue) line theRdiss zone is assumed
to be oberved at3◦ (typical for a blazar), while theR0 zone is observed
at 40◦ (typical for amisaligned soure).The grey diagonal line indicates
equality.

〈γ2〉 ∼

∫

γ2N(γ)dγ
∫

N(γ)dγ
≈ γb (13)

Then the contribution of pairs to the observedγ–ray luminosity is

L+,γ,obs =
4σTc

27
(ψRdiss)

3δ4Γ2n+(Rdiss)〈γ
2〉

∼
σTψRdissγb
9πmec2

Γ0δ
4Γ

βδ40
fL0, τ+(R0) 6 1

∼
4c

27
ψRdissψR0 γb

Γ0β0δ
4Γ

β
, τ+(R0) > 1 (14)

In principle, we can have three regimes: i) at very low valuesof the
intrinsic L′

0 = L0/δ
4
0 , the production of pairs is not “saturated”

(i.e. theτγγ optical depth for pair production is less than unity, and
ℓ′0 < 60) and, furthermore,τ+(R0) < 1. In this caseL+,γ,obs ∝
L2

0. ii) If ℓ′0 > 60, but still τ+(R0) < 1, thenL+,γ,obs ∝ L0. iii)
If τ+(R0) > 1 thenL+,γ,obs reaches its maximum possible value
and is therefore independent ofL0. In practice, case ii) corresponds
to a very narrow range of luminosities, because whenℓ′0 becomes
larger than 60, then the pair optical depth quickly becomes larger
than unity. Fig. 1 shows the amount ofγ–ray luminosity produced
by pairs atRdiss, as a function of theγ–ray luminosity produced
by the inner “protojet”. Different curves refer to different viewing
angles. For this illustrative example, the adopted parameters are:
the black hole massM = 4 × 108M⊙; R0 = 10RS, Rdiss =
103RS, 〈γ2〉 = 300, andΓ = 12. The diagonal grey line indicates
L+,γ(Rdiss) = L0,X−γ(R0). Both are observed luminosities. The
flat part of these curves corresponds to saturation in the number
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Figure 2. Example of a SED produced in the inner portion of an accelerat-
ing jet, at 10 Schwarzschild radii (solid red lines), where the bulk Lorentz
factor isΓ = 1.8, and by a jet region located at103RS (dot–dashed blue
line), whereΓ = 12. The dashed (black) lines are the contribution by the
accretion disk, the IR torus and the X–ray corona. The viewing angle is
θv = 3◦ (top panel);θv = 10◦ (mid panel) andθv = 40◦ (bottom
panel). The intrinsic luminosity (i.e. as measured in the comoving frame)
is L′ = 1044 erg s−1 in the outer region, and 10 times that for the inner
component. The inner region dissipates more power than the outer one, but
it is much less beamed. The dashed (red) line is the spectrum before the
absorption due to the pair production process. The synchrotron emission
of the inner jet is self absorbed (green solid line), and mostof the radia-
tion is produced by multiple inverse Compton scatterings. For reference,
νLν = 1044 erg s−1 corresponds to a flux of4 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1

for a z = 0.1 source, whileνLν = 1048 erg s−1 corresponds to a flux of
3.5× 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 for az = 2 source.

of pairs that can survive annihilation (i.e.τ+ = 1). As mentioned
above, for typical parametersL+,γ ∝ L2

0,X−γ . For this choice
of Γ, the∼1 MeV luminosity of the “protojet” is larger than the
luminosity produced atRdiss for viewing angles larger than∼ 10◦.

Consider a powerful blazar emitting aγ–ray luminosity∼
1048 erg s−1, observed atθv ∼ 3◦. If most of it is produced by
pairs, the corresponding (observed) luminosity produced in the in-
ner jet must be slightly larger than1046 erg s−1. If θv ∼ 3◦ the
beamed radiation produced atRdiss overwhelms the flux produced
atR0. We can ask what a misaligned observer would see. This is
in part answered by the dashed line in Fig. 1: if the viewing angle
if θv = 40◦, we see a luminosity from the inner jet close to1045

erg s−1. Fig. 2 shows the SEDs corresponding to the two regions
(located atR0 andRdiss) for three different viewing angles.

The model used to construct these SEDs assumes that atR0

the jet is magnetically dominated, and that the leptons there have
small (albeit relativistic) energies, and produce self–absorbed syn-
chrotron emission (solid green lines). Most of their energyis then

released through multiple Compton scattering off these photons.
For the other features of the model, we refer the reader to GT09,
where they are fully described. Following Eq. 1,Γ0 = 1.8 atR0,
and becomes 12 atRdiss. The dashed (red) lines at frequencies
larger than∼ 1 MeV indicate the spectrum before being absorbed
by theγ–γ → e± process. The intrinsic (i.e. measured in the co-
moving frames) powers injected into the regions are1045 and1044

erg s−1 atR0 andRdiss, respectively. Due to beaming, the luminos-
ity produced atRdiss is dominating at all frequencies if the viewing
angle is small, is comparable to the luminosity produced atR0 for
θv ∼ 10◦, and becomes unobservable forθv = 40◦ or larger. The
pair production rate atR0 is sufficient to yieldτ+ > 1. Therefore
the surviving pairs correspond to an optical depth of unity,thus to
a densityn+(R0) = 1.2 × 1010 cm−3. Once arriving toRdiss,
the corresponding density (see Eq. 7) isn+(Rdiss) ∼ 105 cm−3.
If all these pairs are accelerated and emit, they would be enough
to account for the entire radiation produced atRdiss. However, we
have already discussed that a pure pair plasma would face severe
difficulties (the jet would stop due to Compton drag). Thus a small
fraction of protons is likely to be present.

The other parameters used to construct these models are listed
in Tab. 1, together with some derived quantities, such as thejet
powers in the form of radiation (Pr), of Poynting flux (PB), rela-
tivistic emitting electrons (Pe) and cold protons (Pp). For the latter
quantity we give two values: the first is assuming that there is one
proton per lepton, while for the second there is only one proton ev-
ery 20 leptons. The Poynting flux decreases fromR0 to Rdiss, in
agreement with the assumption that it is the cause for the jetaccel-
eration. As a consequence, the kinetic power(Pp + Pe) increases.

We alert the reader that what shown here is only an illustrative
example. There can be several factors affecting the exact values of
the used parameters. As an example, both the emitting regions have
been assumed to be homogeneous spheres, with a tangled magnetic
field that is taken to be representative of the jet magnetic field. If the
cause of the dissipation is magnetic reconnection, the listedB–field
refers to the emitting region, and may be smaller than the magnetic
field carried by the jet.

4 POWERFUL RADIO–GALAXIES AND LOBE
DOMINATED QUASARS

Fig. 2 shows that if the inner jet is the producer of the pairs that
feed theRdiss regions of the jet, then its luminosity must be rather
large and not strongly beamed. This statement is rather general and
independent of the specific adopted model.

As a consequence, misaligned blazars should be very strong
hard X–ray sources (if their inner jet produce pairs copiously). If
this scenario is correct, then powerful FSRQs, observed to emit
Lγ ∼ 1048 erg s−1, should have misaligned counterparts emitting
at a level of1045 erg s−1 around 1 MeV. This means a flux of
∼ 4 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 for a source atz = 0.1. This is not
far from the sensitivities of current hard X–ray instruments, such as
the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) onboard theSwiftsatellite (Ajello
et al. 2009; 2012), and reachable (albeit at lower energies)in even
short exposures by theNu–Starsatellite (Harrison et al. 2005). As a
consequence, this scenario can be tested: if the inner jet regions pro-
duce pairs to feed the outer dissipation jet region, then misaligned
radio loud AGNs should be strong emitters in the very hard X–ray
range.

The luminosity of this∼ MeV emission should be related to
the γ–ray luminosity produced atRdiss, but the latter is visible
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Region Size P ′
i

B Γ γb γmax s1 s2 γc logPr logPB logPe logPp log(Pp/20)
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14]

R0 1.2 (10) 1 4949 1.8 7 15 –1 2 1 45.42 45.57 43.30 46.19 44.89
Rdiss 120 (1000) 0.1 2 12 100 3e3 –1 2.5 13 46.11 44.48 45.39 47.42 46.12

Table 1. List of parameters for the SEDs shown in Fig. 2. For both models the accretion disk is assumed to emit a luminosityLd = 3× 1045 erg s−1 (at the
5% Eddington level for a black hole mass ofM = 4×108M⊙). The size of the BLR isRBLR = 1.7×1017 cm. Col. [1]: dissipation radius in units of1015

cm and (in parenthesis) inRS units; Col. [2]: power injected in the blob calculated in thecomoving frame, in units of1045 erg s−1; Col. [3]: magnetic field in
Gauss; Col. [4]: bulk Lorentz factor atRdiss; Col. [5] and [6]: break and maximum random Lorentz factors of the injected electrons; Col. [7]: and [8]: slopes
of the injected electron distribution [Q(γ) ∝ (γ/γb)

−s1/[1 + (γ/γb)
−s1+s2 ]; Col. [9]: values of the minimum random Lorentz factor of those electrons

cooling in one light crossing time; Col. [10]–[13]: logarithm of the power in produced radiation (Pr), Poynting flux (PB), leptons (Pe), and cold protons (Pp),
assuming one proton per emitting electron;Col. [14] logarithm of the power of cold protonsassuming one proton per 20 emitting leptons.

only in aligned objects, not in radio–galaxies and lobe–dominated
quasars. Conversely, in aligned object we do not see the radiation
produced atR0. We need an isotropic component visible in both
classes of objects, that is related to the jet power, hence totheγ–
ray luminosity of blazars. There can be two options. The firstis
to compare energy of the radio lobes, assumed to be a calorime-
ter. The difficulty here is to estimate the lobe lifetime, to infer the
average power of the jet. A simpler opportunity could be the mea-
surement of the mass accretion rate, believed to be related to the jet
power. The latter could be measured by the broad emission lines.
Their luminosity gives a good estimate of the entire disk emission,
hence of the mass accretion rate, hence of the jet power, hence of
the γ–ray luminosity of an aligned source (i.e. a blazars, see e.g.
Ghisellini et al. 2010; Sbarrato et al. 2012).

In other words: suppose that a radio–galaxy (or a lobe–
dominated quasar) is found to emit1044 erg s−1 at∼1 MeV. Sup-
pose to see broad lines in its optical spectrum, enabling to esti-
mate a broad line region luminosity of1043 erg s−1. The accretion
disk should then be a factor 10 more luminous, soLd ∼ 1044

erg s−1. This is, very approximately, of the order of the power
Pr ∼ Lbol/Γ

2 carried by the jet in the form of radiation (Celotti
& Ghisellini 2008; GT09), whereLbol is the observed jet bolo-
metric luminosity. If the latter is dominated byLγ , we expect
Lγ ∼ Γ2Pr ∼ Γ2Ld ∼ 1046Ld,44Γ

2
1 erg s−1 (with an uncertainty

of several). We then conclude (see Fig. 1) that indeed the inner jet
of the misaligned AGN could produce enough pairs to sustain the
expectedγ–ray luminosity of its aligned counterpart. With these
(admittedly very rough) arguments, we can relate the luminosity of
the inner jets of radio–galaxies and lobe–dominated quasars with
theγ–ray luminosities that would be seen by an aligned observer.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Electron–positron pairs cannot be produced in the same region
where most of theγ–ray luminosity of blazars is emitted, but there
are no strong arguments against their creation in the inner part of
the jet (at∼ 10RS), where the bulk Lorentz factor is small. The
pairs that survive annihilation can feed larger regions of the jet (the
“γ–ray zone” at∼ 103RS), and be re–accelerated there, to con-
tribute significantly to the emission we see from blazars. The most
efficient way to create pairs in the inner jet is through photon–
photon collisions, requiring a relatively large luminosity peaked
around 1 MeV. Since in these regions the bulk Lorentz factor is
small, and the corresponding beaming angle is large, these large lu-
minosities are observable in nearby misaligned sources, i.e. radio–
galaxies. This is the observational test of the scenario: ifa substan-
tial number of pairs are contributing to the luminosity of powerful

blazars, than powerful radio–galaxies should be strong hard X–ray
emitters.
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